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Dr. Prout Says Students
Losing Public's Confidence
by BOB SMITH

Misconduct of stduents on the various state university
campuses in Ohio is resulting in a great downfall of public
confidence in what is going on in these institutions, said Pres.
Frank J. Prout before Student Senate meeting Monday night.
This lack of confidence is developing into a feeling of
animosity in the state legislature toward the state universities
which is becoming: a decided hindrance to these schools in obtaining sufficient state aid to meet
operational costs, the President Senate Enlarges
said.
At the last session of the state
legislature the total appropriation
for the schools receiving slate assistance was cut four per cent, after a threatened 10 per cent reduction for the state universities
alone.
This four per cent amounted to
about one million dollars, he said.
Bowling Green's share of the 43
million granted was three million
dollars.
If financial allotments receire a
threatened 25 per cent cut by the
neat legislature, BGSU students
might face an increase in tuition
costs, the President warned, which
could amount to as much as "$240
more than the present $90" for the
regular sessions.
Summer session fees and many
laboratory fees already have been
increased, effective in 11*60, he announced.
Since President Prout feels that
moral conditions at BGSU are decidedly better than at other comparable schools, he also feels that
the problem of the students and
administration is now to recover
the confidence of the taxpayers.
"The days for lush and right appropriations for our state universities is prcbably over," he said,
"and we will have to fight for what
we get from now-on."
Students must keep in mind the
question of "What can we do to
make the people see what is going
on,** the President told Senate
members, "and must realize the
trend of what is going to happen."
Student Senate and the student
body need to be seriously aware of
this problem because it may mean
See PROUT Page 2

Pi Theta
Now
Delta Upsilon

Senate appointed four students
to committees Monday night.
Ralph Vara is to work on the Car
Committee in conjunction with Dr.
Frank J. Prout, to supplement
Dean Arch Conklin, Mrs. Jesse J.
Currier and the other two student
members.
MR. HORACE C. NICHOL, national pre.idem of Delta Upsilon,
Senators Don Thomas, Ralph presents the DU flag to Ed Merry, chapter president, during installation
Vara and Bill Ilishop were as- ceremonies last weekend.
signed to determine the justification of complaints about the intramural situation.
This group
will confer with Samuel Cooper,
Director of Physical Education.
The addition of Dr. Prout and
Mr. Vara to the car committee is
the result of student members' re- by CHUCK GABRIEL
quest to Senate.
Formal installation of Pi Theta as a charter member of
They feel that closer cooperation Delta Upsilon was held in the Nest Saturday, Nov. 26. Forcan be achieved because the Presi- ty-seven active members of the local Pi Theta received the
dent must approve changes in the gold DU international fraternity pin during: the ritual conregulations anyway.
Dr. Prout ducted Saturday morning-.
has invited the student members to
At 6:30 p.m. Saturday the new DU's held their installameet with him every Monday at 11 tion banquet at the Commons for
a-m.
members and their guests, one I

Local Pi Theta Group
Receives DU Charter

Cast Chosen
For 'Menagerie

Falcon Football Dad

representative from each fraternity on campus, and a distinguished
array of speakers.
Four major speakers for the
evening were introduced by the
toastmaster, Willis Stork, Headmaster, M a u m e e Valley Day
School. They were Dr. Frank J.
Prout, representing the University; Edward E. Merry, president
of the local chapter of Delta Upsilon; Horace G. Nichol, national
president of Delta Upsilon; and
George S. Baldwin, patent attorney, Cleveland.
President Merry expressed the
new responsibilities of the chapter
members to their Alma Muter,
themselves and to Delta Upsilon
fraternity.
By saying "Put your banner
high and do your best to live up to
it," George S. Baldwin best expressed the general theme of the
evening.
Presentation of the Delta Upsilon flag by Pres. Horace G.
Nichol to Chapter Pres. Edward
E. Merry concluded the banquet.

Senate Confirms
Change In Ballot

One-Ad Plays Set
Second series of one-act plays,
including a fantasy, a Christmas
play, and a play by Tennessee
Williams, will be presented bj the
Workshop Players on Dee. 1 IS
In the Gate Theatre.

No. 9

The fifth annual Religious Emphasis Week, sponsored by the
various campus religious groups,
will begin Dec. 3 and end Dec. 8.
This year
R E W, formerly
Christian Living
Week, will seek
to direct students
to n more mature
faith for combating the obstacles
to be faced in a|
twe n t i c t h century w o r 1 d, ac
cording to John
Radabaugh, publicity chairman.
Ten religious
leaders from numerous cities will
be here for consultation and discussion groups. They arc:
Milton D. McLean, co-ordinator
of religious activities, Ohio State
University; Rabbi Morton Goldberg. Congregational B'nai Israel,
Toledo; Norman A. Menter, president of the Michigan district of
the American Lutheran Church,
Detroit; DeWitt C. Baldwin, director of Lane Hall and Student
Religious Association, University
of Michigan.
The Rev. Arthur Olsen, paster of the First
U n i t n r i a n
Church, Toledo;
Mrs. Sidney
M a y e r, wife 'of
the minister o f
the E p w o r t h
Methodist
Church, Toled o ;
he Rev. Harold
V i e h a m, associate director of
student work of
the Presbyterian Church,, Philadelphia,
James R. Baldwin, Lutheran student pastor, Miami University, Oxford, O.; Charles P. Cressmnn, assistant professor of • sociology,
Whittcnberg College; and Robert
H. Bonthius, associate professor
in the department of religion,
Wooster College.
Beginning Mondny, the scheda.m., meditation; 7 a.m., breakfast

uled daily program will be; 6:45
for committees; 10 a.m., 1, 2, and
3 p.m. chapel services; 5:30 p.m.,
supper and bull sessions; 10 p.m.,
bull sessions.
In addition to the above program, speakers will be available
for el a s s r o o m
and civic discus-|
sion on demand.
Mnrion Hamp-I
ton is g e n e r a II
chuirman of the!
week's program.I
Barbarn Schlct-I
fair and Charles!
Eger arc studcnt|
co-ordinjUors.
Commit-"
tec cji a i r m e n
are: Polly Miller,
Marian Roberts,
Shirley Hollis, Leo Schrolucke,
Frances McCartney, Bon Talbert,
Evalo Cates, Beverly Easton, John
Rndabuugh, Nancy Tcrral, Vicky
Vance, Herb Sies, Phyllis Knapp,
Allen White, Mary Lyons, Beatrice
Applemen, Raleigh Slawson, and
Fred Rickctts.

Choral Groups
Plan Concert
A Christmus concert will be given Dec. 2 at 8:16 p.m. in the Men's
Gym.
The groups taking part in the
program will bo the Men's Gleo
Club, the Treble Clef, and the A
Cappella Choir. The conductor
will be Dr. James Paul Kennedy.
The program will consist of
Christmas songs telling of the
Christmas story, and also songs of
the secular nature, reflecting tho
gaiety of Christmas time.
This is the fourth year of the
Christmas concert by the combined choral groups. These samo
groups plus the orchestra and soloists will present the Messiah Dec.
11.

Present preferential ballot in
use on campus will be kept with
some changes to meet objections
presented to Student Senate by
opponents.
Henceforth students will be required to vote for only five preferences on the ballot regardless of
the number of candidntes. This
change meets the main objection
of voting for all condidates without really preferring more than
a few.
Another objection about voting
a strong candidate in Inst place
will be met by this change, according to Don Hcrrit, chairman of the
Elections committee.
Very sel- by HAROLD HAWK
dom has the ballot count ever run
Why can't Negro students at Bowling Green University
past five, he added.
get their hair cut in Bowling Green?
These changes were made after
A recent interview with a spokesman for the local bara committee of Senate conferred
with Mr. Herrit early in the week. ber's union answered this question and also brought to view

Reasons Given For
Anti-Negro Practice
other points concerning the University.

Fraternities Vote
Deed Signed For 'No' On Housing
All seven fraternities housed on
Row voted "No" to
Urschel Property Fraternity
university proposal to house 30

The deed to the B. H. Urschel
property, which the University
purchased last week, has been
signed by Mr. and Mrs. Urschel
and is now in the hands of the
state authorities for acceptance.
Two buildings are located on the
Urschel property which was purchased for an undisclosed sum but
rumored to be much less than the
market price.
In the past years the Urschels
have donated various equipment to
the University Hospital including
a cardiograph, a machine used for
testing the regularity of the heart.
Various other money donations
have been given to the University
by the Urschels.
The apartment building is composed of four apartments and it is
hoped that these apartments can
be used to house outstanding senior women.
Mr. and Mrs. Urschel now have
> winter home In Florida where
they will reside this winter.

MANFORD E, WOODLAND, father of football's Jack Woodland,
was presented with a trophy for being named tha "Football Dad of
1949" at the ATO'. third annaal "Dad's Day" program east Saturday.
Deaa Ralph C Harshman Is shown making tha presentation.

■

Fifth Annual
Week
Scheduled Here Dec. 3 To 8

by JOHN DYER

Addition of two rooms to Pres.
Frank J. Prout's home will be
completed by Dec. 5. A rumpus
room will be located in the basement of the house while the
ground floor room will be used for
2-*'
official functions.
Dr. Prout said he would be able
Director Pat Mann chose Gene to use the new rooms, especially
in
early September, to meet parReynolds, Kvalee Smith, Collettte
Moran, and Robert Sullivan as the ents and new students coming to
cast for "The Glass Menagerie." \ the University.
The play which is a 2-act play by
He also stated that on Dec. 5,
Tennessee Williams will be pre- the presidents of several Ohio colsented January 16-21 in the Gate leges would meet in the new addiTheatre. An alley in St. Louis tion to discuss various problems
represents the scene of the non- concerning colleges at this time.
realistic story.
Committees of SCF have been
Gene Reynolds, who plays Tom, using the rumpus room during the
is a graduate assistant in speech. last few weeks for meetings. The
Evalee Smith will play her last President expressed his hope that
role in a campus production in the other campus grouus which are not
cies." KE Ypicture will be taken too large will be able to use the
room if possible.
"Glass Menagerie."

■

« Dovies
On Pensions
Page 3
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Car Committee

Work Nearing
Completion On
Prout's Home

■

Mr

men in each dormitory, instead of
the present 36, and increase the
room rent from $3 to $3.60 a week
per man.
The proposal was made by administrative officials in an attempt
to give the fraternities an opportunity to ■alleviate the crowded
conditions fn the dormitories they
occupy.
Apparent reason for the negative vote was the resulting increase in rent, which would be $63
per semester instead of the present $64.
Fraternities voting against the
proposal were Alpha Tau Omega,
Delta Tau Delta, Kappa Sigma,
Phi Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma
Chi, and Sigma Nu.

Barber Question
In Hands Of CC
The barber shop discrimination
report Is in the hands of local
Chamber of Commerce officials, according to Stewart Woolpert, representative from Falcon Heights
and Ridge Terrace.
This action was taken on suggestion of Dr. Prout and Ervin
Kreischer, business manager of the
University.

One reason why Negro students
can't get a hair-cut here is because
the barber colleges do not train
men how to cut the hair of a Negro. Another reason is that there
are no Negro barbers in Bowling
Green.
This spokesman related that
even Negro men who arc learning
the barbers trade do not practice
on members of their race. They
lenrn to cut hair, but not that of
a Negro. The hair of a Negro is
different in texture and requires a
different procedure in cutting.
This procedure can only be learned
through practical experience and
not in a barber school.
Because thefte barbers are not
specifically trained in the art of
cutting the hair of a Negro they
are not required to do so. A court
decision on this matter was decided in facor of the barbers.
This spokesman further stated
that three Negro barbers in a
neighboring city had advised him
that if any trouble arose over this
matter, they would stand behind
the barbers of Bowling Green.
For approximately three yaars,
one Bowling Green barber made
trips out to tho University ^o cut
the hair of tome of the Negro students. He did so to help these
students and to ayoid the trouble
he knew would arice if they went
downtown to get a hair-cut.
University pressure to force him
to give Negroes haircuts in his
shop caused him to feel that he
should not comply with university
should not comply with University
wishes.

This source readily agreed that
racial prejudice is evident in
Bowling Green, and he indicated
that he was forced to take a stand
in this matter in order to retain
the patronage of the townspeople.
He mentioned that the one Negro
family living in Bowling Green
went to Toledo for hair-cuts.
He also stated that certain University officials hare contacted him
about that same problem and had
almost insisted that he do as the
University wished.
This reporter was informed that
six other people had preceded him
in asking these same questions and
the spokesman was becoming quite
annoyed at the endless stream of
University students who seemed to
have been sent on this mission.
He was so annoyed that ho said if
I had been anyone but a student
he would have thrown the first
thing he could find at me. His
question was, "Why don't they
send the profs over to find out
these things instead of sending
the students all the time?"
By "these things" he was referring to an incident that happened recently. Students from the
University came to his home conducting some sort of survey.
They wished to know how much
his rug coat, what tha pad beneath
it was worth, what tha price of a
chair was, and finally how much
his weekly income was. The climax to this was that one of the students laft a burning cigarette on a
chair.
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KAMPUS KOPP

"CRACKIN' UP

FROM CRAGKIN' DOWN"

ZtjuaLty ???
It Is hard for us to believe thai the townspeople of Bowling
Green are narrow-minded enough to actually not patronize a
barbershop In the town if a Negro were to have his hair cut there.
This is one of the reasons Melvln Munn, an officer of the Bowling
Green barber's union, gave the Senate investigating committee
last week when asked why local barbers would not cut Negroes'
hair. Earlier other barbers gave reasons such as different Instruments and training which sound somewhat logical but the
patronage reason, if it is true, is bewildering.
If this were the deep south where racial prejudice was a
common thing, we wouldn't have given Mr. Munn's statement
much thought But in Bowling Green, a mldwestem community
and the home of an educational institution where democracy and
common sense is supposed to thrive, this entire idea appears preposterous.
We don't believe that the people of Bowling Green are like
this. We believe that they are American citizens typifying
democratic ideals and actually believing that all men are created
equal. If they are not, then we hope they will realize that they
are only creating obstacles In the road to better understanding
between all men.

lei'l Be lUantytd . . .
Thousands of people In this country are not going to enjoy
Thanksgiving this year. The reason for this is that these
thousands will not have enough to eat. This statement may
seem fantastic to some readers because they have never known
what it is to be hungry or not to be able to enjoy themselves on
this traditional day of the full table.
Last week's issue of Look magazine tells the story of the deplorable conditions that exist in Harlem today. Last Sunday's
Toledo Blade carried the story of a family of 11 in Toledo that
had been living in a tent for almost a week. The family now
lives in a two story frame building, the size of most modem
garages, which was given to them recently by a Toledo merchant
These are the people that are not going to enjoy Thanksgiving, and there are thousands more just like them throughout this
so-called land of plenty. We who are fortunate enough to sit
down to a full table this Thursday should more than ever be
thankful for what we have when we realize that there are many
people who do not have freedom from want.

Tests Listed By
Letters To
The Editor . .. Civil Service
In iici'onl null thr pciii > nf iiii- >>n|t«T. opinion-) r«|in■••M-tl In Irll'T- to tin
I'ltllOr »ri- licit II.*.. H*Krll\ Hum.' nf thr
III i OH NBW&

An examination for federal positions in the field of physical science has been announced by the

Dear Editor:

U. S. Civil Service Commission.
In thr last issue of the Bee Gee This e x a m i n a ti o n covers all
News I and the rest of the non- brunches of physical science except
fraternity men of this college were meteorology. Salaries for various
informed thut we had aguin been position range from $2,200 to
placed in a subordinate role to the $3,100.
fraternity men. I am referring to
In aililitii.ii to a required written
the two IMW men's dorms that were test, applicants for positions paygiven to the Beta Sigma and the ing $2,450 and above must have
from one to four years of approMIS.
priate experience, part of which
In my opinion a great injustice
must be in a specific branch of
it being forced upon the non-fraphysical science, depending upon
ternity men who comprise approxithe position applied for.
Educamately one-half of the men student
tions may be substituted for the
body.
Most of us are at present
required experience.
living in what Dr. Prout calls the
Age limits, 18 to 62, will be
frame dorms of a non-permanent
nature.
1 am certain that the waived for veterans.
structure, facilities, and equipFurther information can be ob--|
ment of all of these dorms are in- iaiin il from most postoffices, from
ferior to any of the permanent civil service regional offices, or
men's housing units of which the from the U. S. Civil Service Comfraternity men hold a complete mission, Washington 25, D. C.
monopoly.
Dec. 13, is the deadline for all
When 1 barned last fall that applications.
two large mcn'B dorma were to be

Directory Misses
Best Seller List

Boosters Sponsor
Pep Rally Nov. 30

Students at this University seem
to think that Dad's Day is only for

Reviewed by CHUCK ALBURY

the football team.
Dad's Day at
Bowling Green has never been the
big affair it is at most other
s c h o ols.
The
football team
and the ATOs
always have a
good representation of Dads
down
for the
game but the
rest of the students just don't
participate.
It is herd to

Frankly, I doubt if this recent
volume will ever become a best
teller, or be selected by any of the
Imnk clubs as its monthly choice or
dividend.
Resides being quite
dull, it is extremely difficult to determine' just what category it
r„ould be pluced under.
One of my friends is very certain that it is drama and it is
true that the book opens with the
presentation of a long list of
characters.
However, when the
cast is finally completed, so are the
pages of the book and any writing
must have more than a cast to be
considered drama.
If the work is intended as a
novel, then there is a conspicuous
absence of plot. True, this could
have been avoided if the author
had meant the core of the book to
be some fine character sketching,
but he has been too sketchy with
his sketching.
For example, on page 70 all we
are told about Kleinbeck, Ralph is
his address, hardly enough to aid
us in forming an opinion of him as
CUS HORVATH pitches the cue with a ball to Shirley Ann Henry
a person. This same weakness can
as Vivian Wltte warms up in the background to come on stage during
be found throughout the book.
I cannot accept the volume as a rehearsal of "The Wake of the Gingerbread Man." Don Silver and
non-fiction, though it may be June McGuigan look on. Charles Laughton suggested the ball playing
pseudo-history.
For instance, I to help actors relax on stage.
know that Albury, Charles lives
• • *
at I'JI.I Hall and his home address
by JOHN DURNIAK
is 142 South Washington St., MilIf the way to a public's heart is through its stomach,
lersburg, 0.
I do not know if
Kemberling, Donald R. is from De- Don Streibig's original play, "The Wake of the Gingerbread
troit or if Markham, Mary M. Man," will be a dashing success because Bowling Green will
claims Kenmore, N. Y. as her go "gingerbread" for the run of the drama, Dec. 6-10.
home town.
Leading BG reatauranteurs will
There is no basis on which to debe featuring gingerbread as the
cide whut is fact and what is not
special cuisine attraction on their
except to take the word of the
menus for the pley week and it
author who has hidden himself
would not be surprising if the
treacherously behind the screen of
town's bakeries turned up with
an editorial staff.
A veteran cast, with Jean Mac- "gingerbread" windows.
The Directory, in my estimation,
Pleasing two digestive systems,
Glathery and Stan Fisk holding the
comes closest to being poetry.
mental and intestinal, is a giant
lead
roles,
presented
the
dramatic
Among other things there are 56
sized job for any play. Mr. StreiSmiths named (including faculty season's second production
last big's twfi act "murder mystery
and graduate assistants), enough week, an uproarious comedy by show with a social message" will
for exactly four Shakespearian
Lawrence and Armina Langer, go beyond this and try to satisfy
sonnets.
But even the Immortal
two mental types as well—those
Bard would have torn his hair try- "The Pursuit of Happiness."
who like a thriller and others more
ing to make 14 Smiths into a pleasReceived by enthusiastic audi- philosophically inclined.
ing verse.
ences during its four day run,
The plot is based on the unusual
Just a word about the cover, "Pursuit" deals with the storm death of an Ohio novelist and the
which is an attractive shado of red, and strife of a Connecticut family disappearance of his last novel.
unadorned except for the title and during the Revolutionary War The major conflict pits small town
motto, "Friends at Your Finger- period.
Ohio people against big-time New
tips."
The publisher is to be
Although plagued by a Puritani- Yorkers.
congratulated for his refusal to cal minister, Prudence Kirkland
Gus Horvath is cast as Blake,
use a colorful jacket picturing a (Jean
MacGlathery)
and
Max a New York City operator; Vivian
busty heroine in order to speed .Christmann (Stan Fisk), a Hes- Witte as the novelist's wife; Shirup sales.
sian soldier who has surrendered, ty Ann Henry, his mother; June
My final quarrel with the Di- eventually fall in love.
During McGuigan, his former girl friend;
rectory is its endless repetition. their courtship, they naturally and Donald Silver as the small
1 hope that before the author be- practice the custom of bundling, town boy.
gins a new book he will do some but they are caught by the minisMr. Streibig, also director of
reading in the classics and also ter (Gary Wilson) and forced to
the play, has emphasized natural
from the best of curent literature. face the consequences.
movements in his actors. Various
He has obviously been too strongly
Max is saved from arrest by methods have been used to give
influenced by the telephone direc- Colonel Sherwood (Ken Shoemakthe actors the "at home feeling"
tory.
er*), but local authorities retaliate during rehearsals.
Acting with
and force Max and Prudence into the curtains closed to give the cast
marriage. Of course, the trap has a four wall feeling and passing a
been set as such, and the minister tennis ball as they give cues have
been aimed at getting a smooth
and sheriff fall for it.
The Kirkland household, which show.

'Pursuit' Satire
Rocks Audience

Official
Announcement

Read It And
Sleep . .
by BILL DAY

11160 BGSU Directory, Edited by
Hob Stewart, l.'lfi pages, 30 cents.

built, I immediately had the happy
thought that at last the discrimination againit us in regards to permanent housing would end. How
wrong 1 was is evidenced by the
administration's decision to grant
Robert England was found guilthe new structures to fraternity
men. Is it to much to ask that the ty by Student Court last week on
administration reverse its policy the charge of parking in the asand permit us to be housed under signed area in front of the Hospiequal conditions.
tal.
He was fined $1.
The deUnder the present administra- fendant brought a list of faculty
tive policy it is imperative that a cars that he had seen parked in
student spend both time and money free areas.
This, he contended,
in being a member of a s c le c t consumed the spaces allotted to
group as a prerequisite to being students.
granted adequate housing.
It is
After investigating this matter,
not too late to correct this deplorthe court found that many faculty
able situation. Please do not give
ears had no assigned parking areas
us future promises but give us
and hence were entitled to park in
This column will h.r.aft.1 contain as.
present action.
the free areas.
nounc.m.nu affecnoa the .lnd.nl body.
Sincerely yours,
Found
guilty
of
reckless
driving,
Elmer Stonehill
Senior picture re-orders may
Joseph Karaffa was fined $1 by
now be picked up at the Bowlthe court.
However, he was acing Green Las.He's department
quitted of the charge of failure to
•tore instead of the Toledo
observe an officer's signal.
The
store as had been previously
court felt this was a misunderannounced.
The pictures have
standing on the part of the debeen sent to Bowling Green and
A combined winter sports pep fendant.
•re available at the cashier's
rally sponsored by the Booster
window at Laaallee.
Because it was a second offense,
Club will be held Nov. SO from 7- Richard Logan was fined $2 for
• • •
9 p.m. in the Main Aud.
parking in an assigned area.
Arch B. Conklin, dean of stu.
In an attempt to make this rally
dents, has announced that doudifferent than preceding ones, Women Debaters
ble cuts will be coasted for the
there will be a small jaxi band to
14-hour period before and after
Meet
At
Capitol
U.
produce a miniature jam session
Thanksgiving receea.
Women's
debate
team
will
take
and the club momoers will dramaVacation will officially begin
tize several humorous skits.
A part in the Women's Tournament
today at noon and end Monday
master of ceremonies will introduce at Capitol University in Columbus
at S a.as.
During ■ the long
the members of the various winter on Dec. 2-3.
weekend the University will be
.•.ports teams.
officially closed.
This includes
On the team are: Jean Barbour,
the Falcon's Nest and the ComMembers of SICSIC will cooper- Harriet Woods, Lois Wright, Pat
mons.
Dean
Coaklin
said that
Sikes,
Pat
Swineford,
with
Isea
ate with the Booster Club in enno social activities are planned
deavoring to create interest in the Swaisgood and Alice Kahn as al
for this time.
termites.
forthcoming rally.

From The
Docket. ..

Theatre, Restaurants Treat
Students To Gingerbread

is the scene of the whole affair, is
headed by Aaron and Comfort
Kirkland (Art Moore and Helen
Krietzer) and continually disrupted by their servants, Mag and
Mose (Pat Ledford and Don Dickson).

ROTC Awarded
Excellent Rating

A rating of "over-all excellent"
was awarded the Reserve unit in
The local constable, Thaddeus its recent annual inspection, Col.
Jennings (Don Miller), and his two William C- Lucas, ROTC comassistants from the local Sons of mander announced.
Liberty (Allen Weingart and MarInspected by a representative
vin Kanofsky) are thwarted and
from the Director of ROTC, Seceverything ends happily.
ond Army, the BG unit received a
favorable comment.
Col. J. J.
Hoist, directing the
inspecting
team said, "The unit is sound and
well organised.
The department
An experiment of Sunday after- of Military Science and Tactics
noon recreation will be made by i§ highly respected and completely
Phi Mu sorority Sunday, Dec. 4, integrated academically and otherwhen they open the Rec Hall for wise with the institution."
matinee dancing and games from 2
Dr. F. J. Prout, University
until 4.30 p.m.
president, added to Colonel Hoist's
There will be, plus the dancing, statement by saying that he was
table games including cards and "highly pleased with the Professor
P'V^es and table tennis.
Potato of Military Science and Tactics
eWej^and cokes will be sold.
as well as the department."

Sorority Opens Roe
Hall Dancing Dee. 4

why the whole
Bill Dey
student
body
doesn't get behind the Dad's Day
program. It isn't the fault of the
ATOs.
They put a lot of hard
work into Dad's Day each year and
do the best they possibly can, but
they can't see to it that every student's father receives a personal
invitation to attend. The student
body should be expected to have a
little initiative.
Pad's Day is not only for the
football team or the ATOs.
It is
an all-campus affair.
It is the
time to bring Dad down to the University and show him a day of
entertainment. Dad is the reason
the majority of students are attending college. It is time that a
lot of students realized this fact
and quit thinking only of themselves.

* * *
"Pursuit of Happiness" was a
big hit with the student body,
probably more so than "Antigone." These two plays were different types although "Pursuit"
also carried a message which was
probably missed because of the
comedy.
The speech department
has done a fine job in selecting
plays this year. If they keep coming up with a good variety, student
interest will undoubtedly improve.

* • *
Toledo University's Rockets will
play the Cincinnati Bearcats Dec.
3 in the Glass Bowl in Toledo.
This is the first time that the Rockets will be the underdogs in their
annual contest.
Cincinnati will
be the victor by at least a three
touchdown margin.
Unquote.

* • •
A noted Russian scientist recently picked up a copy of the
Sears-Roebuck catalogue.
Upon
leafing through it* he exclaimed,
'Look at all the new things I can
invent now!"

Students Vote Next
Week On Amendment
Students will have a chance next
Wednesday, Nov. 80, to vote "Yes"
or "No" on the proposed amendment to the Student Senate constitution regarding addition of offcampus representation to Senate
membership.
•

PROUT
that students are going to pay
more for their education, warned
the President.
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Social

Religious Week Heads

Foolosophizing
by JOHN DURNIAK
East is East and Mid-West is
Mid-West and it's time the twain
met.
You can't just take an easterner, set him down in Ohio rnd say,
"With this move the East and
Mid-West have been brought together." Individuals are not representative of such enormous
areas. One must at least combine
the institutions of the two.
To remedy thia situation the
"Color Plan" has been deviled.
It calls for the uniting of two academic institutions: Brown University in the little heart of Puritanical New England and Bowling
Green State University in the
northern midst of this exotic midwestern state, Ohio.
Bowling Brown And Green University.
What a campus!
The
hills (you see we've gained something already), valleys, lakes, and
cities of six states would be included—enough space to make
the University of California envious: Pittsburgh, the industrial
arts department location; Madison
Square Garden, just another gymnasium. All this patrolled by one
million campus cops, and no ban
on coeds riding airplanes to class.
The physical enlargement is not
the main purpose of the "Color
Plan." It must, first of all, bring
the East and Mid-West together
culturally.
Brown, founded in 1764, could
give BGSU tradition and the YaleHarvard styled scholarly atmosphere and BGSU could give to
Brown basketball and mid-western

dOHS
30HS

HDanHD

congeniality; our car rul. in exchange for their Pambroke girl*.
In the students graduating from
Bouling Brown And Green University. B-BAG-U, the East and
Mid-West would be one.
They,
truly, could be called citizens of
the United States. B-BAG-U cos
and coeds would speak American:
with two accents, have the air Of
university people, yet shako hands;
with common friendliness
Write your Congressman today
in support 01 the "Color Plan" and
unite the red, white, and bine intellectually.
(Ed. not* to the boys at Brown:
To .how you how big we are at
BGSU, we'll even ahare the courses in railroad signaling that wa>
hava out hero.)

by JIM ANDERSON

Last month the Ford Motor Co., prompted by a Presidential fact-finding board, met United Automobile Workers' demands with a $100-a-month non-contributory (management
financed) pension plan.
Friday evening the United States Steel Corp. followed
suit, and four-fifths of the nation's steelworkers were back

Palsy Building
Under Construction
PICTURED ABOVE are Marion Hampton, Phyllia Knapp, Al
The University's Cerebral Pulsy
Clinic dormitory, first of its kind White, Jim Spom.llor, Dick Maholm, Frod Rickotti, Beverly Eaiton,
and Barbara Schlatter. There people head committees for REW.
in the state of Ohio, is now under
construction north of Johnston
Hospital at an estimated cost of
$36,000.
This building is expected to be
completed in February anil will
house the 12 Clinic students and a
housemother.
Purpose of the Clinic is to preFifty-five persons were initiated
pare children afflicted with the di- Pledges Named
into the Quill-Type chapter of the
sease lor entering public grade
Future Business Leaders of Amerischools. They are now living in By French Group
ca on Wednesday, Nov. 16
Johnston Hospital.
Pledges for Beta Pi Theta reThose new members are; Jeanne
Men's Glee Club
cently reud French compositions as Anthony, Wanda Billing, Edna
part of the requirements for ad- Boedeker, June Brnsier, Shirley
Schedules Sing
mission. Pledges arc: E. H. Bcrgftrigham, Kay Brown, Helena
The Men's Glee Club will give a stroni, Jr., John Cournoyer, James Buza, Q, William Bycrs, Gwen
Christmas concert at Woodville Sturdevant, Henry Onak, Ralph
and Lakeside, O., on Dec. 4. The Wolfe, James Anderson, Samuel Clark, Liz Clark, Carolyn Clcary,
program at Woodville will begin at Thompson, and Robert Ketzenbcr- Neva Conklin, James Con way,
Carolyn Footo, Barbara Francis,
3:30 p.m. and at Lakeside at 7:30 g'er.
p.m.
Gerald Frost, Ruth Gerold.
A Cappclla Gives
Mary Jo G r i in si e y, Eleanor
Concert Wednesday Grover, Emmajean Haggerty, ColBARGAIN PRICES
Seventy selected members of the leen Handley, Cnrl Hawk, Leon*
TUXEDOF.S
A Cappclla Choir will present a Hinrichsen, Orpha Hoey, Peg Hoconcert nt Gibsonburg High School gan, Jean Hover, Nuncy Knscr,
and full dreaa suits
on Nov. 30. The program will beMarilyn King, Barbara Knorr,
Women's evening gowns
gin at 8 p.m.
Peggy Laird, Beatrice Lindstrom,
CLASSIFIED ADS | Helen McConlogue, Joseph Martin,
Knit IIKNT: Public addren ■'atom
mill illar dance equipment; available Audrey Must, Jean Mouse, Inez
nnywuere. anytime in rrood INiuntr. i Newell, Beverly Olmstcad.
124 North Erie (Upstairs)
i(i<H»»tuii>ii< mil'- Miirtmi Myers, i<....■>«
I. W.-MI Hull. It
1J7.VI
Janet Prince, Nancy Rogers,
TOLEDO
inii s.u.K Office «!«.■ I., r siniiii
typewriter: eslra lnrs>' mrrluKi' Con Marilyn Roth, Margaret Taylor,
M.I HlH Ann Miirl.w, Ml \V. WH.II.UT.
I'l e SMI
Walter Thielman, Rita Seidlitz,
Marilyn Ann Smith, Dorothty Sorenson, gaily Squire. Esther Walpcrt, Joanna Warner, Jean Whittaker, Lorctta Wicsen, Carole Wilfor
merink, Phylliss Yergin, Gloria
Zuccaro, Jeanette Whitman, De526
E.
Wooster
Toys ... at Christlores PeterB.
Prompt service on all makes
mas Time.
of watches

Quill Type Initiates
Fifty-five Members

Thrift Shop

CLAZII
OPPORTUNITY CLUB
MEETS WEDNESDAY
Open 1:16 P.M.
Bargain Hours 1:16-6:00
Adults 40c

"Scene Of
The Crime"

Davies Gives Views
On Pension Plans

Goebel Supply

We have the largest
stock in town

Campus Watch
Repair

PEARLS RESTRUNG
and Jewelry Repaired

at their jobs.
(2) age groups represented by
Prof. David J. Davies, assistant employees.
professor of economics, in an in(3) length of service of emterview yesterployees.
day singled out
(4) amount of payments.
this Industrywide pension
"Because these factors vary
trend ami the
with each organization, it is my
effects it might
opinion that in the case of the
have on the
small concern individual pension
small fifirm.
plans should be proposed through
"I believe it
bargaining within the firm itself.
is unders t o o d
Also, this bargaining should deterthat pensions
mine whether a pension will be
a r e needed by
contributory or not."
worken in most
Federal social security would
fields," Profes- Mr. David
play a major role in these pensor Davies besions because payments from the
gan, "It is financing these pensions industry plans are bated on the
that requires careful planning."
level of federal payments. ProPointing out that the Presiden- fessor Davies believes it is vital
tial fact-finding board surveyed that social security coverage be
broadened and payments inonly li> large corporations before
creased.
suggesting the pension referred to
(In 11*50 the Senate is expected
in paragraph 1. I'rofessor Davies to pass legislation extending social
Cautioned against assuming that security benefits to an additional
all firms could match this "ability 11,000,persons, bringing the total
to nbout 46,000,000.)
to pay."
"Since federal pension machin"The unions have taken the
board's recommendations and ery is already set up, it might be
have, in effect, utilized them on best to utilize a government plan;
an industry-wide basis. 1 cannot at any rate," he continued, "I beagree with this application of big lieve in labor-manngement barindustry's policy to all industry," gaining plans operating within the
scope of such federal aid."
he said.
Professor Davies considered the
Emphasising that many concerns will he expected to, and possibility of finding, after a pereventually may follow big indus- iod of intensive study and bargaintry's path solely for production ing, that a firm simply could not
reasonSi Professor Davies warns afford to contribute to a pension
that firms which actually cannot program without jeopardizing its
afford the same type of plan may economic existence.
One might prefer such firms to
find themselves without the means
to administer big-time pensions. be covered under a broader govProfessor Davies states that no ernment program than to jump on
firm should enter into a pension the pension bandwagon and find
plan without thorough study of all that in periods of decline wages
must be lowered and unemployrelevant facts. Including:
ment aggravated to insure cover(1) the liim's general financial age of both a pension and operatpicture, especially in periods of ing costs.
decline.
It may be inferred from the
foregoing example that there
Mikle Appointed
should be no single formula for
pension planning. What a factCommittee Member finding board deemB a favorable
solution for one corporation may
Professor Harold Mikle, of the be unfavorable for another.
speech department, has recently
"I wish to stress this point,"
been appointed to membership on
concluded Professor Davies, "A
the District V Committee.
presidential fact-finding board's
This organization chooses the decision should not be binding; it
best debater from the Ohio, Michi- should not amount to compulsory
gan, Illinois, and Indiana area to acceptance. The board's suggestake part in the National Debate tions should be, instead, a stepheld at West Point, April 27, 28, ping - stone to labor - management
2'J.
negotiations."

BETTER FOOD FOR

Bob Rood, Manager

LESS MONEY

With Van Johnson and
Gloria DeHaven

G & M DRUG

ASK THE GUY WHO EATS HERE

Home Laundry
And Dry
Cleaners
"A Complete Service"

Thanksgiving Day

PEYTON'S RESTAURANT

and Friday

115 East Court St.

Thu., Fri.

168 West Wooster Street
Phone 2981

Nov. 24-25

Open 1:16 Thursday
Bargains Hour 1:16-2,16

BATTERIES, TIRES AND ACCESSORIES

"Top O' The
Morning"

LUBRICATION . . . QUICK BATTERY

Wtih Bing Crosby, Barry
Fitzgerald, Ann Blyth

CHARGING . . . TIRE REPAIRING AND

HOUSE OF
FLOWERS

MOTOR TUN EUP.

CORSAGES

GET YOUR ANTI-FREEZE HERE

FLOWER GIFTS

Zerone and Zerex, the best
Sun., Mon.

Nov. 27-28

"Always Leave
Them Laughing"

SENSATIONAL SALE
PIPES, FORMERLY
PRICED UP TO $5.00

With Milton Berle and
Virginia Mayo

SPECIAL

$1.00

that money can buy

.

.

We Deliver
Phone 5734

ALDRICH
Phone 5001

SERVICE
435 East Wooster St.

331 No. Main St

'IT'S ALL GREEK"
BOBBIE HERBERT
The ALPHA TAU OMEGA held
un open house for all their Dad«
and followed it in the evening by
a banquet at the Midway. Also
honored at this banquet were their
Krariuatinir seniors and the new
active* who were initiated Sunday
afternoon.
SIGMA ALPHA EPBILON also
had an open house for all the Dads
of the SAB football players.
ORCHIDS
Congratulations are in order
for the GAMMA Pill IIETA's for
placing first in the scholarship
■Wards. They deserve double applause as their pledges were first
also.
WEDDING BELLS
Polly Mocllcr found that the
best way I" net the prize is by
pulling Strings. Thursday evening
the ALPHA XI DELTA'S lounge
was filled with girll waiting to
shower Polly with nifts and best
wishes for her wedding to Vern
Dunham, which takes place this
afternoon at the Presbyterian
Church.
SERENADES
The A I. I'll A TAU OMEGAS
serenaded Susanno Whistler who
is pinned to Hank Stroughj at the
DELTA GAMMA house last week.
Cookies and coffee were served t»>
the ATO's after the serenade.
Anna Mae Ifulfro, president of
SIGMA KIIO TAU who is pinned
to Norm Reese, president of PI
KAPPA ALPHA, was serenaded
last \V e d n e s d a y niifht.
The
PiKA's also serenaded Pat Glenn,
an Alpha Chi Onicica, who is
pinned to Don Herrit.
WEEKEND FLINGS
A record dance is the tiling as
far as the GAMMA Pill's arc eonearned. In order to accommodate
all their jrirls, they look over the

Dr. R. L. Hutchinson
OPTOMETRIST
10^ S. Main

Phone 12771

BARBARA TOMEY
third floor of the Women's Bldg.
for a disc dance Saturday night.
Since mother nature has put a
damper on the weather, the ALPHA PHI's have taken to their
lounge and entertained their dates
with an indoor wiener roast last
Friday night.
In keeping with the season, the
SIGMA NU's had a Thanksgiving
party for members and their dates
on Friday night.
Eight pairs of argyle socks were
worn thin at the BETA SIG's
"Shoeless Shuffle," held Pride]
evening in the lounge. The sho
checking fee was one record pe
couple.
A joint birthday party was hel
by the ZETA BF.TA TAU's ii
honor of their housemother, Mr.
Richard Belter, and their cook
Mrs. Alma Hessman. They alsi
Ware hosts to members of thei
Toledo Alumni Group, which vis
ited the chapter last week.
The THETA Pill's entertaine
representatives of PI PHI soimit
from Ohio State ami Ohio Wcslcj
an, this past weekend.

Chi O Celebrates Second Dance
Chi Omega sorority celebrated
its second anniversary on campus
with a tea yesterday.
The tea was served by two alumni and in the receiving line were
Dorris Hand, president, Jean Bar
ber, vice president, Mrs. Jones, adviser and Mrs. Lilian Gernert, Chi
Omega's housemother.
The deans, alumne, and two girls
from each sorority were invited.

Junior Chamber of Commerce
of Bowling Green has scheduled
another dance in the Armory for
Friday, Dec. 2, despite the small
crowd at the last one.
Doug Bartley, president of the
JayCees, said that he hopes that
the crowds in the future will be
larger.
The JayCees are sponsoring a
series of dances to help the students find entertainment in the
town.

New Union Plans
Not Available
Sketches of the plans for the
new Bowling Green Student Union
arc not available at this time. The
architect submitted the first draft
of the plans last Wednesday but
the plans will have to be revised
because they covered too large an
area.
It is planned that the Union be
Jilt in three units.
Each unit
will be built separately and then
the next unit added to it. In this
way the Union construction can
start in the near future instead
of waiting until the entire amount
of money is available.

NINA LEE MILLER and
George Pug-h are one of the many
couplet who enjoyed the Kohl
Hall formal held at tn« Falcon's
Ne«t last Friday night.
The Nest is open to all organizations for use for social funcPROUD PARENTS
The CHI OMEGA's are proud tions.
laients of a new six-month-old
collie pup. His christened name is
Ky."
The KAPPA DF.l.T's also have
a new mascot. She goes by the
name, of "Tak."
Walgreen Agency

Howling Green, Ohio

•

*

•

2nd Anniversary Planned By JC's

PLEDGES
Officers of BETA SIGMA pledg.
class are: lion Hartrip, presiden
and Hob Brown, vice president.
The PHI MU pledges seem to be
trying to see how much pull they
could get with their alums when
they also entertained the Bee Gee
alums of their chapter with a
taffy pull.

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop
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PERSHING RIFLE
Pershing Rifle will meet next
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in uniform at
the Graphic Arts BIdg. for a drill
session. A business meeting will
be held next Thursday night at
7 in 30BA.

Centre Drug
Store

All Types Beauty
Service

Films,
Cameras,
Toiletries, Supplies,
Stationery
"The Drug Store on

Kay-Ann Beauty
Shop

The Square"

PHONE 4461

MERLE NORMAN
COSMETICS

"Ike. AOOH. WAutU"
by NANCY NOON
RADIO RANTINGS
Song Title: "Your Eyes Tell Me Yes, Yes, But There's No
Nose on Your Face."
DOWN IN FRONT!
Many complaints have been overheard concerning the poor
behaviour of students at the campus movies. Booing the villain
and making pseudo-clever remarks while others are trying to
hear the dialogue are poor ways of expressing maturity which,
it says here, we're supposed to acquire by the lime we get to
college.
Members of Social Sub-Committee have volunteered to
check Ac cards at the movies, a precaution necessary to bar
townspeople who are taking advantage of ihe free entertainment.
The movies could be discontinued by the distributing companies
if their inspectors should discover anyone other .than students
students attending them.
As things stand, the Committee members will also act as
monitors until the commotion problem is eliminated.
And those who complain of the caliber of movies shown during the year will be happy to learn that among the flickers
scheduled for the future are "Miracle of 34th Street," "Razor's
Edge," "Margie," "Foxes of Harrow," and "Boomerang."
JEWELRY DEPT.
Pins have changed hands recently between Dave Adams
and Alberta Gardner, Elaine "Skip" Wigle and Don Sazima,
Joe King and Marilyn Orr, and Bill Betliker and Donna Mae
Pugh.
More of the same: Herb Slegel and Betty Fisher, Stan Gilland and Marilyn Mersereau, Dave Relchert and Davia Kaufelt,
and John Bechberger and Carol Willson.
SWAN SONG OF A TURKEY
If I war* a stork
You'd have to eat pork;
But since I'm a ierky
I don't feel perky.

THE CAMPUS MENS SHOP
"YOU BET IT'S GOOD . . . IT'S A BRENTWOOD"

124 West Wooster St.

Open 24 hours

Hours: II 12 a.m., IB p.m.

We operate our own Dry Cleaning plant which is the

Kn'itiiiyit hy AppoinUMfU

newest and most modern in Bowling Green.

PORTRAITS IN THE
MODERN TREND

Rader Riding
Academy
South College Drive
and 9th Street

If you need same day service we can help you out.
Remember also that your garments get MOTH PROOFED
FREE when we clean them.

LONG'S CLEANERS
228 N. Main

Phone 14392

PICKUP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

Walker Studio
123 W. Wooster
Tel. 9041

Riding and Driving
Horses for Rent . . .
$1 per hour Saddle
Horse.

Mel's
University Barber Shop
If you are a stranger to me,
Don't feel that way.
home.

Make yourself at

FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION
South Of
Pott Office

THE LION STORE APPLIANCE
SHOP
NEW ALBUMS
Til BE USED ON 45 R.P.M. PLAYERS
SILVER LINING SONGS
Includes
"Look For The Silver Lining"
"Who!"
"Time On My Hands"

"A Kiss In The Dark"
"Shine On Harvest Moon"
"Avalon"

THE THREE SUNS
Includes
"Twilight Time"
"Dardenella"
Sunrise Serenade"

"When Day Is Done"
"Deep Purple"
"Hindustan"
ARTIE SHAW
Includes
"Freiasi"
"Star Dust"
"Moonglow"

Next to Hamblin's

PHONE 2431

"Begin The Beguine"
"Traffic Jam"
Serenade To a Savage"

A SENTIMENTAL DATE WITH PERRY COMO
Includes Six Great Favorite*
PRICE $2.42

PERSONALIZED STATIONERY
INFORMALS—VISITING CARDS
CHRISTMAS CARDS—IMPRINTING
GIFT ITEMS FOR DAD OR MOM
1950 CALENDAR PADS AND BASES
WEEKLY REMINDERS — DIARIES
YOUR STATIONER AND PRINTING
CENTER

(Republican. (fritM
Phone 5721

134 E. Wooster

famous for quality

VIRGIN WOOL SWEATERS
in now, rich Autumn Colors

Price is $6.95
H you'v* aver owned a Brentwood sweater,
you knew the deep downy toftnetf, Hie
superb detailing, the Knar all-'round quality
of this famous knitwear. Slip Into one hero
tomorrow and see how Its full-cut, casualty
smart Unas flatter your figure. Select yours
from me smartest array of colors we've aeon
... all taken from the mellow beauty of the
Autumn landscape.

C/otUes STILL wake

the ma* /
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Spoils

On Second
Thought

Fans Await Cage Season
• • •

• * *

• * *

Tiffin, Hillsdale

Falcons

Final Tilt Open BG Slate
Next Thursday
9 q

by GENE DINKEL
Despite a two-touchdown last
quarter attack, the 1949 Falcon
football team dropped the season's
finale to Eastern Kentucky, 21HATS OFT TO THE SENIORS
SEVENTEEN SENIORS played their final 13. This loss was the first on the
football game for the Orange and Brown last home turf since the early fall of
Saturday. Ten of the starting 11 positions were 1946 when BG bowed to Miami,
filled by men who will be absent when the 6-0.
Eastern's lateral pats plays
gridiron summons is issued next fall.
had the Falcons baffled and a
Heading the impressive list is Capt. Jack BS-yard
play from Bill Emmitl
Woodland, who will be remembered as one of to Ray Felfrey
sat up the Mathe greatest yardage gainers in BG annals. roon's first tally by
Harry SweaThe line will be hit heavily by graduation. ty in the opening quarter. Lou
Ends Bob Schnelker and Don Frail, tackles Ed Daniels booted the first of three
Kuntz, Don Verduin and Bob Mason, guards points and the score was 7-0.
Bud Schie, Fred Snell, and Jack Lewis and
SEVENTEEN SENIORS on the 1949 BG football team are picThe ball changed hands through
La
a series of fumbles and punt ex- tured above. Front row, I to r: Don Frail, Rod Lath. Jack Woodland,
*"**
center Will Secor all will go.
changes, but the Maroons got Bud Schie. and Don Verduin. Middle row: Jo* Babcock, Ike Swain,
Besides Woodland in the backfield, quarteranother break when Pete Schmidt Pole Schmidt, Frod Snell and Erv Meinhardt. Rear row: Jack Lewis,
back Rod Lash and halfback Pete Schmidt said
bobblcd on the local's 31. On the Harold Raether, Bob Maion, Bob Schnelker, Bob Puchajla, Will Secor,
adieu to pigskin togs Saturday. The remaining
next play. Emmett passed to and Ed Kunts.
five seniors were reserves, and as any coach
Sweety for another Eastern tally.
will tell you, reserves are of utmost importance.
After the kickoff, the Falcons
This quintet includes "Dutch" Raether, Joe Babwere stalled again at midfield.
cock, Bob Puchalla, Erv Meinhardt, and Ike
Nick Semak made 20 yards as
Swain.
the quarter ended. Emmett
COACH OF THE YEAH? ? ?
made IS, than pitched a bullseye
to Sweesy who tallied his third
WITH FOOTBALL'S banquet circuit coming
touchdown.
up very soon, the people who do the selecting
Norb Cowan and Mel Augenby HAROLD WASHBURN
are going over their "Coach of the Year" candi■teln spearheaded a drive into MaBowling Green's freshman griddates. Notre Dame's Frank Leahy is the v
room territory and Lash hurled to
dcrs closed their season here last
odds on favorite to cop the title, with Bud Wilocnnuai Schnelker, but the half halted the
Friday, bowing to a big Ohio Weskinson of Oklahoma and Mike Milligan of Pitt high on the list. rally. The Falcon offense began
leyan team, 27-20. Coach Bruce
clicking in the third period, but a
One man who certainly should rate highly when postBollard's charges finished with
drive was stopped on the Eastern
record of one victory, four defeats,
season honors are doled out is Ivan Williamson of Wisconfour. Lash was lost through an
Coach Dave Matthews' Falcon and one tie.
sin. Whoever would have dreamed that the Badgers would
injury at this time.
harriers ran into a mess of trouble
Wesleyan fumbled on the first
be In the thick of the fight for the Big 10 crown and Rose Bowl
With sophomore Res Simonds Saturday when they entered the series of downs and Gerald Hyrunning the team, the Falcons Central Collegiate cross-country lin of Parma, recovered for
bid until the final day of the year? Williamson did a trestarted a touchdown drive early meet at Yyillantl, home of host Bowling Green on the Wesleyan
mendous lob with a club that along with Indiana, was
in tha fourth period.
A Si- Michigan Normal.
22-yard line. Four plays later,
rated the doormat of the conference.
monds-to-Richie Pont pass adBob Gwin of Maumee, tallied
They ended up in eighth
vanced
the
ball
to
the
Falcon
35.
from the seven, and Ralph
place, beating only Albion on
The former Bowling Green High School ace was put off on
Smith converted to give the
the
hilly
course,
and
trailing
In rapid order, Simonds conthe wrong foot after taking over the Badger football fortunes.
Falcon yearlings a 7-0 lead with
nected with Schnelker to the 44 Miami (0), Notre Dame. PurTwelve prospective members of his squad were lost due to and Harry Coleman to the Eastern due. Michigan State "B", Michi- less than five minutes gone in
the game.
scholastic difficulties. A sophomore end prospect suffered frac- 24. The Simonds - to - Colemnn gan Normal. Marquette, and
Late in the first quarter Bet Get
tures of both legs when a paving machine he was operating over- combo was good again to the nine, Central Michigan. Western
turned. Williamson and his staff, which includes ex-Falcon frosh I'ont lugged to the seven, Cowan Michigan entered four men and aturted from their own 48 and
drove to another score. Fred Dua first and third place.
mentor Fred Marsh, brought their team along handsomely de- to the one and Simonds tallied on a took
For Bowling Green, it was Lee rig, sided by Milt Bruckner's fine
spite these bad breaks to a record of five wins, three setbacks sneak. Mason's kick was blocked. Pate,
Bob Mickits, Bob Weaver, block, rambled the final 19 yards.
As tha game reached tha closand a tie.
ing minutes, Simonds flipped a Bruce Oliver, and Frank Kilgore, Smith again converted to give the
ODDS AND ENDS
finishing
in that order. Matthews locals a 14-0 lead.
pass to Coleman on tha Maroon
In the second period WesleyA national sports magazine announces that its January 37. He picked Schnelker next, said he was at a loss to explain the
cover will feature the "Mutt and Jeff of basketball," Don Lofgran good to the three. At this point poor showing of the BeeGee's. an rolled back with a pair of
He
had
hoped
to
have
his
runners
touchdowns
of their own to pull
and Rene Herrerias of San Francisco . . . Bowling Green fans BC's indestructible fullback,
ahead of the Michigan Nor- within one point of the Falcons
are very apt to object. They will tell the world* they have a Jarrin* Jack Woodland, plunged finish
mal II 111 nil-.
at halftime. The first Wesleyan
shorter "Mutt" In Bobby Long and a taller "Jeff" In Charlie Share across for the score.
On Thanksgiving, the cross- score- was made on a 15-yard
This time the placement was
who are just as proficient in the art of laying the leather sphere
country squad will travel to Cin- pats from Ken Mizelle to Carl
good, hut the "sands in the hour
through the hoop.
cinnati for a 6-mile road race be- Moore. It climaxed a 73-yard
glass" were running out.
The
Orange and Brown was never able ing sponsored by the Elks Lodge drive featuring the running and
of that city. The Falcons go to
passing of Mizelle.
to get hold of the ball as the game
the National Collegiate meet at
A 39-yard puss from.Frank Osended.
East Lansing, Mich., on Monday. bornc to Chuch Wenzlau, and Paul
Crone's conversion brought the
score to 14-13, Bowling Green at
W.l.-I I.K.U IK
W
L
Play will begin next Friday in the intermission.
Newman I'luii
•-•1
X
Ohio Wesleyan took a 20-14 lead
tha intramural All-campus table
Delta Phi llets
.18
7
tennis tournament. All men are in the third quarter, and then inBlgwa Pel umrga
ai
■
eligible for this straight elimi- creased it to 27-14 in the final
i" Wing
IK
11
The last, and winning
nation event.
Interested men period.
i> vriag
17
1!
may sign up on lilts placed on touchdown capped a 46-yard drive,
off Catupue
HI
n
Hut I.
II
the wall next to room 101, Men's and offset a Falcon score, also in
at
the last stanza.
Roekets
Cl
gym.
Huh lniliMilii.il AriTHge—Hloat. 108

by JACK SAYLOR

V*7

Falcon Frosh Blow 14-Point Lead,
Lose Last Game To Wesleyan

Harriers Finish 8th
In Collegiate Meet;
Two Tests Remain

Bowling Statistics

Ping Pong Tourney

Managers Needed

A FINE

suirig

FINE CLEANING

"Coke

Gaebler's Black & Gold Inn at
Columbia is the favorite offcampus haunt of University of
Missouri students. That's because Gaebler's is a friendly
place, always full of the busy
atmosphere of college life.
There is always plenty of icecold Coca-Cola, too. For here,
aa in college gathering spots
everywhere^—Coke belong!.
Ask for it illher awry... hath
trade-marks mean Iht same thing.

sorrus UNDO AtiTHoarrr Of rw COCA-COL* COMPANY BY
L.SALLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
O !»<». rk. Coca-Cola Comeoay

Quality cleaning is
economical in the long
run . . . results in lots
longer wear . . . up to
30%. Our methods include these 5 points:
1. Colors like new
2. Odorless
3. Spots gone
4. Careful pressing
5. More dirt removed

OUR TRUCK IS ON CAMPUS
4 TIMES DAILY ....

There is a need for managers
in the intramural department.
All men interested in becoming
■ tudent managers see Dave Matthews in the Intramural office,
room 101, Men's Gym.

Homemade Pies

by JACK SAYLOR
Sports Editor
With the conclusion of the grid
season, the interests of Howling
Green sports fandom turn to the
activities of Coach Harold Anderson's 1949-60 basketball team.
Next Thursday night, the Falcon* open a tough 30-ganie
schedule which will take them
as far east at Madison Square
Garden, at far west as the San
Francisco Cow Palace, southward to Louisville, Ky., and
northward to Beloit, Wii.
Coach Anderson has eight of
last year's lettermen to carry the
brunt of the attack throughout the
campaign, but he also is counting
heavily on the sophomore element
to aid considerably.
A pre-season injury hat already deprived the Falcons of
the services of one seasoned
veteran. Guard Frits Plinke is
shelved for at least a month
with a broken ankle.
Tha Falcons' starting lineup will
probably go something like this:
Chwlic Share, BG'l number one
All-America candidate, will be at
the pivot spot with rangy Stan
Weber and sharp shooting Hobby
Green manning tho forwards.

Basketball Tickets
Tickets for the opening double header of the basketball season will go on sale Monday
morning at 8:30. There will be
730 tickets available each of
the first three days of next
week. The price is 10 cents and
a picture card is necessary.
Chief pluymaker Gene Dudley and
rapid Robert Long are first in line
at the guards.
Junior forward Eli Joyce, he
of the dead eye, will keep Weber
and Green hustling to hang on
to the starting berths and
Plinke, when he recuperates,
will be available for back court
duty. Ernie Raber, the "poker
faced iceman," is on hand as
the squad's handy man.
Clarence Yackey, 6'6" center,
heads a fine group of second year
men tliut includes Steve Galetti
and Jerry Kempter, the New York
guard tandem, forwards Will
Smethers, Larry Thompson,
George Beck and Roland Shepard
and center Don Lee.
Let Myers and Bill Hetrick,
reserves a year ago, are back as
is Jim Smithy, who lettered in
1946-47. Two football players,
Neil Pohlmann and Norb Cowan, were expected to swell the
ranks this week.
After meeting Tiffin and Hillsdale Thursday, the Andersonmen
take on niutTton nnd Gustavus
Adolphus in another twin bill the
following Monday.
There the honeymoon ends and
the Falcons must dig their talons
into the meaty portion of the slate
which begins rather abruptly with
the rugged Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers on Dec. 8 in Louisville.

Soups

Chili

Catering For Parties and Banquets
Dancing in the back room nightly

l/tt&tf'r

mnnr

Whsrs friends Meet and Tlepeet /
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Alumni Growing

Need For Enlorged
Stadium Looms Acute
H|M>rl> rd. note: Thin
it Huwllni Orepn.

In N

IN

-T!.-

(in football " li.ililli !• rriPilililH

by CHUCK ALBURY

Like other colleges and universities, in the fall of 1946,
Bowling Green suddenly found that she had grown much too
big for her britches. Every physical part of the campus was
too small and the facilities of the athletic department were
an outstanding example.
Whfrt before the permanent
stand, of our football field had
eaiiljr homed »ome 1,600 atudanta with almoat as many taata
left over for the public, a horde
of wall over 4,000 began fighting into the 3,148 aaat cament
structure on autumn Saturdays.
The climax came a few weeks
ago when almost 7,000 jammed
into every available seat and over
flowed at the corners to watch the
Homecoming game with Kent
State.
This year no one wax
turned away but if alumni and
local interest increases correspondingly next year and tho number of seats remains the same, the
entire South stands may have to
be reserved if the demand for advance ducats is to be met and the
general admissions . . . well, they'll
just have to come plenty early if
they want to get close enough to
see.
This year Bowling Groan will
graduate about BOO at her February and Juno commencements,
with more to ba added in tho
summer. Tho total will be close
to double tho 600 who racaivad
dagraas during the 1948-49
school year.
If this pace continues it is easy
to see that our alumni will grow
by leaps and bounds in the next
few years and many of them will
be returning annually to watch
the football team in action.
With this in mind it appears
certain that the combined pressure of a large student body
and a rapidly increasing alumni
demand will force an increase in
the permanent football stands.
The increase would solve two
problems. Not only would it enable us to accommodate the potentially large crowds of the near
future, l.ui ii would also help us
to more easily draw up an attrac-

tive home schedule, one that would
insure good attendance.
With
larger crowds in prospect, teams
like Miami, Dayton, and Ohio U.
would be more likely to make the
trip to Bowling Green.
Just how we can get an enlarged
stadium is another matter. The
present structure was built in
1936 as a WPA project. Since
state money cannot be used for a
stadium, it will be necessary for
us to raise our own funds to build
additional scats. This is always a
difficult task. Kent State is doing
it by the subecription plan, each
patron paying for the construction
of one or more seats.
The need for an enlarged seating capacity is becoming increasingly clear. The method and the
time remain unsolved.

Canadian Swimmers
Edge BO Girls. 48-45
Bowling Green was edged 48-46
by Western Ontario at the women's swim meet Saturday night,
but the upset of the evening and
stellar performance went to Joan
Wickes, captain of the Bee Gee
team.
Miss Wickcs defeated Ontario's
Misa Hickea, Canadian Intercollegiate Breast Stroke Champion
by two seconds in the 60-yd. event.
Other winners were the 76-yard
medley relay team; the 100-yard
free-style relay team; and Nancy
Kompart and Trudy Albingcr,
who finished 1-2 in the 25-yard
free-style.

Wedneaday. November 23, 1949
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by DELORES OBORNE
as a team.
Intramural Basketball for wo- 2. A player may be a member of
one team only throughout the
men begins Monday, Dec. B. Inseason.
tramural representatives are requested to turn in their entry 3. A team may have no more than
three phyiscal education mapors
sheets to Miss Fornia's office by
on the basketball floor at one
4 p.m. Monday, Nov. 28.
time.
Contact the Intramural Repre- 4. All teams may practice in the
sentative of your organization imgynasiums at 4 p.m. every day
mediately if you wish to particibeginning, Monday, Nov. 21.
pate.
*
5. Teams may enter one of these
• * *
three divisions:
INDEPENDENT INTRAMURAL football champs for this year
Monday and Wednesday—4-6
Rules and Regulations:
p.m.
is the East Hall team pictured above. They defeated the Caetoffs, 1. Eight or more girls may enter
Tuesday and Thursday—4-6
13-12, for the till*.
p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday eve—
7-9 p.m.

Intramural Champ Crowned After
Much Wrangling Over Forfeits
by GEORGE VAUBEL
East Hall downed the Castoffs,
1.1-12. Friday for the Independent
Intramural football championship.
A previous contest between the
Hallmen anil Hut II was declared
forfeited to East Hall. Hut H's
semi-flnal fray with the Castoffs
was also declared forfeited to the
Castoffs.
Both decisions were made by
a student protest board made up
of Jack Hawk, Roger Stack, and
Stan Paskan. Thay stated that
Carl Moxley, a member of tbe
Hut H team, was on the varsity
football squad after the start
of the intramural season which
is in violation of an intramural
football rule.
Hut H maintained that they did
not know of the ruling.
The
board held that games played previous to the issuance of the Intramural handbook would not be forfeited, but the final two games
after its publication were nwarded

to Hut H's opponents.
This ruling made necessary a
playoff game between the Castoffs and East Hall. The winners
jumped off to an early lead as
Zbornick hit Wheeler witb a
pass for a TD. Phafler added
the point on a run. In the second period, Castoffs' Bill Kodi
recovered an East Hall fumble
and on tbe second play Dick
Baum scored. The point play
failed.
East Hall struck back on a long
Zbornick to Phafler aerial making
the score 1.1-6. Late in the period
Hlavach tossed a long pass to
Green for a Castoffs score. They
failed to add the point and that
was it.
East Mall protected its
slim lead through the second half
to clinch the game.
Duo to the delay, the All-cnmpus championship game was not
played.
This contest between
East Hall and Sigma Nu is slated
for next week if the two teams
can get together on n date.

* • *

Badminton Club is holding its
first organization meeting, Thursday evening, Dec. 8 at 7 p.m. This
is an open club with no skill requirements for entrance. All campus women wishing to further
their skill and join in social meetings are welcome.

• * *

Standing for the Women's Class
Soccer Tournament:
Won Lost Tied
Freshmen
0
12
Sophomores
2
0
1
Juniors
10
2
Seniors
0
2
1
Standings for the Women's Class
Hockey Tournament:
Won Lost Tied
Freshmen
2
10
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

• * •

All-Star Soccer Game ended
with a scoreless tie, Wednesday,
JACK WOOPLAND is shown Nov. 16.
disconsolately watching the final
FALCON FACTS — Bowling
minutes of Saturday's game from
Green's 1948 football team was one
the sideline. Woodland concluded
of three Ohio schools to go through
his brilliant career this year along the season undefeated. The Falwith 16 other seniors.
cons won eight and tied one.

FOR THAT

SNACK
INSIST ON

Econ-O-Print Co.
(Back of Post Office)
PHONE 4061
W, Oak St.

CAIN'S

con fix your old

MARCELLE

typewriter

POTATO CHIPS

Factory mad* parts.
Factory technique.
Guaranteed remit.

DODGE : PLYMOUTH

Sales-Service

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
COMPLETE LUBRICATION
$1.00
WE REPAIR AND SERVICE ALL MAKES OF CARS
SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION OF
GUARANTEED
USED
CARS

GOEBEL MOTORS
246 South Main St.

Phone 3961

1000 and ONE
TASTY, DELICIOUS FOODS
For Lunches, Midnight Snacks, Cocktail
Parties and just plain every day eating.
Largest selection of imported and domestic quality food
In any itore between New York and Chicago. All moderately
priced.

Kosher Meats and Breads
Amaiing selection of imported and domestic beverages
of all kinds. Served cold.

Caterers to Picnic, Fraternities, Sororities
and Private Barties
PUNCHES OF ALL KINDS A SPECIALTY
Delivery Service
Open every day 10:00 a.m. to 18 p.m.

PHONE 12791

BEE GEE DELICATESSEN AND
CARRYOUT
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